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Views and opinions expressed in this 
magazine are not necessarily those of LA 5 
Global Publications, its publisher and/or the 
editor. It is always our endeavour to verify 
the information published but we do not take 
any responsibility for the absolute accuracy 
of the information provided. The publication, 
the publisher and editor do not accept any 
responsibility or liability for any investment or 
other decisions taken by readers on the basis 
of information provided herein.

The views expressed by the writers, key 
contributors, columnists are their own. The 
publication, the publisher and editor do 
not accept any responsibility or liability for 
any investment or other decisions taken by 
readers on the basis of information provided 
herein.

Rights of literary content reserved. Artistic 
elements are meant exclusively for the 
purpose of fair dealing. Due credit has been 
given to the extent possible. The publisher 
claims no rights over artistic elements unless 
and to the extent expressly claimed by it.

The mark Arts Illustrated is a trademark of LA 
5 Global Publications. 2014 © LA 5 Global 
Publicatons. All rights reserved. Reproduction 
in whole or part, without written permission, 
is strictly prohibited. Arts Illustrated is not 
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The realms of imagination that surround us give us unexpected glimpses of otherworldliness, often 
sandwiched between the moments of ordinariness. This world is delicious because it allows you free 
interpretation; but it is also tricky because, once discovered, it follows you around like a shadow.

This issue of Arts Illustrated, we take on the big, squishy, shape-shifting word – Fantasy. We look at 
artists who have this capacity to not only clearly see and feel the pulsating throb of reality around 
them but also have the ability to look deeper, look beyond, to see and feel the steady thrum of magic. 
Not the magic of fairytales, but that of thought, dialogue and expression wrapped in a cloak of 
flamboyance. 

Vincent Adaikalraj

Publisher’s note



In the late 1980s and early 1990s, an American fantasy sitcom called Out of this World would become 
my first conscious brush with fantasy. I remember watching sporadic episodes as a child, utterly 
fascinated with the half-human-half-alien protagonist, Evie (later, WALL.E’s ‘Ee-vah’ would bring 
back strong memories), who could freeze time on earth. Small Wonder’s ‘Vicky’ suddenly paled in 
comparison. Magic was accessible and did not have to be a robot (even if only half human), and that 
became such an indelible part of an internal reality that I couldn’t un-magic it away. Something in the 
fabric of the world changed; a broken needle that had to be cast away but could be replaced with a 
shinier, more malleable version. If we chose to. Much later, I would discover the Lord of the Rings – 
and then, of course, there would be no looking back.

This act of choice is what sets the world of fantasy apart. It isn’t forcing you to believe or even 
benignly accept. It simply exists by virtue of its ability to remain, to float, like a lost petal content to 
settle anywhere. And, for me, that sense of magic which defines this space isn’t so much about spells 
and wizards, but about the relatability of it all, filled with the hope that we invest in an eyelash 
carrying a wish.

We found that all our stories this issue were conscious acts of choice by the artist(e)s to enter realms 
of the absurd, the theatrical, the glamorous, the glitzy, the ordinary, and the narrative patterns we are 
constantly seeing and unseeing. Sometimes the results are surprising, almost giddily so, and 
sometimes introspective, like a neglected switch that is suddenly found and switched on. It is also 
about beauty, this issue, of a kind that leaves you breathless while holding your hand.

Would I still be just as mesmerised by Evie and her time-freezing superpower, and ignore the messy 
politics of gender and identity that it had, that I can now see? Maybe not. But does that take the idea 
of the fantastic away? Also, maybe not, because, there is always Tolkien. And then, this issue.

Editor’s note

Praveena Shivram
praveena@artsillustrated.in

Cover Artist

Sometimes our work is dismissed as simply ‘whimsical’, 
but a closer look with a bit of thought always reveals a 
deeper meaning. In the work titled A Day of Possibilities 
that we made for the cover of this issue of Arts Illustrated, 
our oft-seen ‘Everyman’ (wearing a white fedora) ‘fishes’ 
for butterflies, knee-deep in a lake. He is oblivious to the 
practical need to catch fish, his mind probably filled with 
the desire for knowledge and specimens for evidence. Is 
he hoping for the fragility of a precious butterfly? Or 
does he seek the horned demons with white wings? A 
falling mango has nearly missed him, a viper is in the tree, 
and two crocodiles are dangerously near. It is a day of 
possibilities, and yet our protagonist is fixed upon only 
one of them. It is as if a self-imposed tunnel vision has 
left him almost sightless, to his own immediate dangers 
and a plethora of opportunities.  

And, yet, there is peace in this image, too. Perhaps our 
fedora-man knows fully well what he is doing. As we 
ourselves are merely spectators, viewing this scene with 
our own perceptions. The lush mountains recede into a 
puzzled sky, a jungle-sky that hints at myths and 
archetypes and consciousness that extends beyond our 
own time, place and understanding. The sadhu, who is in a 
way a mirror to the protagonist, seems to have it all 
figured out. He balances the universe on his fingertip. But 
we are left really not knowing the reality. Has the sadhu 
truly found enlightenment, or does he only imagine it so? 
After all, the ball he holds can only be a partial universe. 
Meanwhile, our protagonist perseveres: be his way of 
knowing foolhardy, or patiently wise.

Cover Artwork by Waswo X. Waswo with R. Vijay
Cover and sub-covers curated by Rahul Kumar

A Day of Possibilities, Gouache on wasli, 2018

Waswo X. Waswo
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